This paper presents an extensive experimental program aiming to the mechanical characterisation of an aggregate stabilised with cement. This geomaterial is the product of a quarry of limestone located in north region of Portugal. The aggregate is often used in current subgrading of infrastructures for transportation, namely in railway lines. Complementary, aggregate-cement admixtures are used for transition zones, such as in between deformable embankments on soft grounds lining on rigid structures, such as bridges founded on deep foundations, such as piles or similar. The demand for smooth transition between diverse stiffness zones implies an optimization of the composition of the enriched materials that will be used for such purpose, such as aggregate-cement admixtures. The optimization requires a thorough mechanical characterisation including dynamic tests, with recourse to geophysical techniques, cyclic and monotonic triaxial tests and, ideally, indexed to simple uniaxial compression and indirect tensile tests. The results that will be presented herein have allowed a good mechanical characterisation of the referred aggregate, in terms of the estimation of combinations of the cement content and the admixture compaction level, resulting in new correlations for design purposes.
Introduction
Cementation is one basic intrinsic bias of most naturally occurring soil deposits and one that clearly separates their behaviour from that of artificially reconstituted soils (Leroueil and Vaughan, 1990) . Both in natural state, or by the consequence of joining binders to remoulded soils that will be compacted by conventional procedures, the increase in structural bonding in soils turn them ideal for most purposes in geotechnical engineering problems (Mitchell, 1976) . These artificial compacted cemented soils include soil-cement or lime-cement admixtures which have been used as very convenient materials for transportation infrastructures, such as subgrading in roads or railways (Viana da . The dual benefit of cementation and non-saturation in some of these materials applications is especially relevant to the increase in stiffness and stability that has been obtained, for instance, in large and deep excavations in urban areas with a minimum impact in the surrounding infrastructures (Topa Gomes, 2009; Amaral et al., 2010) .
Reliable experimental data about the behaviour of cemented soils is not vast in the literature for several reasons. The cementation of natural soils, such as residual soils (Vaughan and Kwan, 1984; Viana da Fonseca, 2003; Vinda da Fonseca and Coutinho, 2008 ) is both highly variable and frequently quite fragile, especially in open voids structured soils, like saprolitic soils, in one side, or aged granular natural soils, on the other side; hence it is difficult to obtain high quality undisturbed samples of naturally http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.trgeo.2014.02.001 2214-3912/Ó 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
cemented soils. Moreover, in most cases destructive mechanical tests to assess the degree of effective bonding in a given sample have been conducted due to the difficulty of looking at the properties with non-destructive tests (e.g. Gasparre and Coop, 2008) , thus increasing the number of specimens necessary to characterise them. Because of these problems, artificially cemented soils became an alternative for experimental studies of bonding effects in soils (e.g. Âhnberg, 2007; Rios et al., 2009) , since controlled production allows for good repeatability and thus various compositional factors (binder type, binder content, compaction level or porosity) can be easily studied.
This paper aims to provide a study of a cemented limestone aggregate, usually adapted to transition zones providing a smooth or gradual evolution of strength and, mostly, of stiffness between two consecutive foundation systems of a platform, when referring to transportation infrastructures. In the transition zones, the traffic load tends to develop relative displacements in the less stiff subgrading foundations, increasing the deterioration of the track in those areas and increasing the risk of collapse and maintenance costs. The evolution of the permanent settlement is a function of soil's characteristics, conditioned by traffic loads intensity, in values, frequencies and lasting periods.
The stress state of subgrades under the pavements or railway tracks induced by these loadings have been studied by several authors [e.g., Heisey et al. (1982) , Selig and Li (1994) , Tatsuoka et al. (2002) , Fortunato (2005) , Lohani and Tatsuoka (2006) , Werkmeister (2003) , Viana da Fonseca et al. (2009a ] who have formulated distinct approaches. In the beginning of the 80's, the computing capacity promoted the generalization of numeric simulation to recreate the behaviour of these structures. Finite elements method allows establishing elastoplastic and viscoelastic laws considering the elastic modulus degradation and frictional-cohesive strength (Fortunato, 2008) .
These studies and the traffic speed/weight growing tendencies, revealed the importance of the application of stabilised geomaterials for railway pavements, especially, in the referred transition zones. Aware of this applicability and the need of having them characterised, this paper presents a framework which allows for the evaluation of some of the key geomechanical design parameters of a specific limestone aggregate-cement, using fundament correlations which take into account distinct testing approaches.
In what follows the materials, equipment and testing procedures employed in the experimental campaign are described. The results of that campaign are described and discussed, involving the dynamic stiffness properties characterisation by measuring small energy seismic wave's velocities with ultrasonic transducers (Khan et al., 2011) , the tensile strength for diametrical compression test (Ghosh and Subbarao, 2006) , and small to medium strain stiffness, together with strength properties, from triaxial tests with high precision local instrumentation (Tatsuoka and Kim, 1984; Symes and Burland, 1984; Viana da Fonseca, 1996; Cuccovillo and Coop, 1997) .
Material description
The material used in this study is a calcareous aggregate extracted from a quarry in the northern central region of Portugal. This quarry is explored to obtain selected unbound granular materials (UGMs), being commonly used for bases and sub-bases of transportation infrastructures (Fortunato et al., 2012) .
The grain size distribution curve of this sample is presented in Fig. 1 , which is classified as a Clayey Gravel (CG) by the unified classification system (USCS -ASTM, 1998), being its particles density 2.73. The D 50 effective diameter has the value of 4.1 mm and the uniformity and curvature coefficients are 875 and 8.25, respectively, characterising this material as poorly graded. Atterberg limits were determined on the fraction passed on ASTM sieve No. 40 (corresponding to 26% of the total mass) and values of 22% for the liquid limit and 31% for plasticity limit were obtained. This aggregate has a Sand Equivalent Value of 15% and a Los Angeles Abrasion Index of 30%, being the water absorption coefficient of 3.9%. The maximum soil dry unit weight obtained by the Modified Proctor test (ASTM, 2004 ) is 21.4 kN/m 3 and the optimum water content is 6.6%. The CBR value in specimens compacted with 12, 25 and 55 blows of the heavy energy for Proctor compaction standard (ASTM, 2004) resulted in the average value of 63%. Portland cement of high initial strength (CEM I 52.5 R, Table 1 ), was used as bonding agent on these mixtures Fig. 1 . Grain size distribution curve of the aggregate without cement. (Secil, 2004) . Being a rapid strength cement, it allows a stabilised curing time of 14 days. The unit mass of cement is q c = 3100 kg/m 3 .
Experimental program
This study included 15 low energy dynamic tests with ultrasonic transducers, for measuring shear/distortional (S) and compression (P) wave's velocities, 24 triaxial tests, under static/monotonic loading conditions, and 15 indirect tensile tests (commonly designated as Brazilian diametral compression tests). Dynamic and indirect tensile tests were executed in the same specimens. For each value of cement content, C (1%, 2%, 3%, 4% and 5% of the soil dry weight) three specimens were moulded and dynamically compacted, under Proctor's method, for three different compaction degrees (12, 25 and 55 blows per each of the five adopted layers). They were designated as DC (referring to Diametrical Compression), followed by the cement content and the number of blows used for the compaction of the specimens. Moulding conditions are resumed in Table 2 , where cement content, water content (w), unit mass (q), initial void ratio (e), initial porosity (n) and volumetric cement content (C iv = V c /V t ) are reported. The ratio of porosity to the volumetric cement content (n/C iv ) proposed by Consoli et al. (2007) , has been used for indexation purposes in distinct materials, as explained in Viana da Fonseca et al. (2009a) . V c and V t indicate the cement volume and the total volume of the specimen, respectively.
Monotonic triaxial tests were performed on specimens with cement contents between 2% and 5% and compacted with 12 or 55 blows. Three equal specimens were moulded to be tested in three different confining pressures (30, 50 and 100 kPa). The specimen's designation includes the cement content, followed by the number of blows per layer (considering 9 layers) and the confining pressure (see Table 3 ). Although the individual physical properties (specifically the moulding water and the porosity) of the specimens are not the same as those of the specimens moulded for the dynamic and indirect tensile tests, the range of the volumetric cement content is compatible and therefore, both sets of tests can be used for correlation purposes (Viana da Fonseca et al., 2009a, and Rios et al., 2012) .
Equipment

Dynamic tests
For the dynamic characterisation of the aggregate-cement specimens two different types of ultrasonic transducers were used, according to the type of the vibration wave propagating through the specimen to be measured.
The used transducers are made of stainless steel housing. Both present a cylindrical shape. They consist on three piezo-crystal conductors of titanium zirconate, with 63.5 mm of thickness and 8.0 mm diameter (refer to Amaral et al., 2011, for further details).
The function generator sends a signal directly to the amplifier (manufactured at the University of Waterloo) that increases the signal power up to 800 Volts and provides an adjustable damping. The transmitted and received signals are also linked to the oscilloscope, which allows the acquisition of 2500 points per time window. The system installation, connections and the operating principles are illustrated in Amaral et al. (2013) .
Monotonic triaxial tests
The system, developed by the Institute of Mechanical Engineering and Industrial Management of the University of Porto (INEGI), is formed by a load frame with three Table 2 Moulding conditions of the specimens submitted to dynamic tests and indirect tensile tests. hydraulic actuators controlled by servo-systems, allowing for cyclic loading for axial, radial and back-pressure axes, up to 5 Hz in frequency, 50 kN in force and 1 MPa in pressures, with a dedicated dynamic set, as well as an independent monotonic hydraulic ram allowing for static tests under displacement and force control (Fig. 2) . A large triaxial chamber prepared with inserted local strain measuring devices was specially assembled to allow for high precision stress-strain monitoring (Viana da Fonseca, 1996) . This load was used in the triaxial tests hereby described in quasi-static and monotonic axial loading conditions. The cell can have height adjustment to accommodate different specimens' sizes up to 150 and 300 mm specimens, diameter and height, respectively.
The system is equipped with an external compression load cell and it is capable of applying a load up to 100 kN with confined pressures up to 1.7 MPa. It is equipped with pressure transducers for cell and back pressure measurement, an external linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) with a range of 50 mm, 4 submersible LVDTs for local measurement of the axial and radial displacements during test, with ranges of 10 mm, and a volume gauge with a range of 100 cm 3 .
Pressure adjustment is performed by the motorized air compressor system of FEUP's geotechnical laboratory. Alternatively, pressure regulation was also performed by two digital pressure/volume controllers by GDS Ò able to apply pressures up to 2000 kPa and fluid volumes up to 200 cm 3 . Their automatic pressure control feature is particularly useful during specific stages in triaxial testing, as described below.
Indirect tensile tests
These tests were performed in a two columns adjustable load frame. It has a capacity of 100 kN and it is equipped with a load cell of the same capacity and 0.006 kN of resolution.
During the tests, radial displacements were measured by four transducers (linear variable differential transformers -LVDTs) complemented by four high precision local deformation transducers (LDTs), manufactured by University of Tokyo (Goto et al., 1991) . Although the LVDTs were fixed to external aluminium bars, the LDTs were directly attached to the specimens' surface (Fig. 3) .
Testing procedure
Specimen's preparation
The samples were prepared according to the type of test they were made for. The specimens for triaxial tests were moulded in cylinders of 150 mm of diameter and 280 mm of height. The mixture was done in a humid recipient, where cement was first mixed with the aggregate, joining the water subsequently.
The compaction procedure followed the Proctor compaction protocol described in ASTM (2004) . However, since the moulded specimens were bigger than the conventional Proctor moulds, the number of blows was calculated so that the Proctor density was kept constant. Following ASTM (2004), the compaction energy (E p ) is a function of the number of compaction layers, the number of blows per layer, the weight of surcharge, and the falling height of the mass. Using the Proctor compaction energy and the Proctor number of blows (55), a number of 9 layers was determined for the specimen volume.
Keeping this number of layers, the specimens were moulded changing the void ratio (e) and the cement content (C). The desired porosity obtained by changing the number of blows in the compaction of each layer (N), varied between 12, 25 and 55. Each layer was slightly scarified before the compaction of the following to provide a good interlocking. The moulds were placed in the humid chamber during 24 hours with a relative humidity of 96% and a temperature of 20 ± 2°C. After this period the specimens were removed from the mould, their weight and dimensions were carefully measured, being again placed back in the humid chamber for 13 more days.
The specimens were considered adequate for testing if they matched the following conditions: Dry unit weight (c d ) ±1% of the reference value. Water content (w) ±1% of the reference value. Diameter between 150 ± 1 mm. Height between 280 ± 1 mm.
The specimens for dynamic tests and indirect tensile tests were moulded in similar conditions as described above, using cylinders of 150 mm of diameter and 145 mm of height and compacting in 5 layers.
Dynamic tests
The purpose of the dynamic tests was to study the variation of the elastic Young and shear modulus (E 0 and G 0 , respectively) with the cement content and the compaction degree.
Transducers polarized in a parallel direction of the transducers contact surfaces were used to measure the velocity of the shear waves (V S ). On the other hand, transducers polarized in a perpendicular direction to the contact surfaces were used to measure the longitudinal wave velocity (V P ). This velocity permits to calculate the constrained modulus (M 0 ) as follows:
On the other hand, G 0 is given by
Both V S and V P are given by the specimen's height divided by the propagation time of the S-wave and P-wave, respectively. The propagation time was assumed as the time difference between the input signal (impulse) and the first break in the response signal captured by the oscilloscope, in a classical time domain approach using multi-frequency signals to ensure that the wave velocity is independent from the input frequency (Viana da Fonseca et al., 2009b). The relationship between V S and V P enables the calculation of the Poisson ratio m 0 as follows:
Then, the Young's modulus (E 0 ) can be obtained, using the following equation:
Monotonic triaxial tests
Monotonic triaxial tests were performed in order to evaluate strength parameters, such as angle of shearing resistance (/ 0 ) and cohesion (c 0 ), loading the specimens to failure under different isotropic consolidation pressures (r 0 c ). After 28 days of curing in a humid chamber, the specimens were instrumented with three axial and one radial LVDT. To allow a better embedment of the anchors which supported the LVDTs, the specimens were drilled before the membrane application. After anchors intrusion, the fixation area was sealed with silicone, to ensure a proper isolation between cell and back pressures, following a procedure adopted by Fortunato (2008) .
The acquisition system was connected just after the conclusion of specimens' installation. A valve connected to the cell was opened beginning the flow of the confining liquid into the cell. At the end of this transference the triaxial cell was conveniently sealed. A GDS Ò hydraulic pump was used to apply the cell pressure (CP), while an air compressor, with lower pressure capacity (up to 700 kPa), linked to a bladder for isolated interface between air and de-aired water, applied the back pressure at the bottom end (BP) of the specimens. Small pressure increments (around 10 kPa) were simultaneously applied. Specimen's top valve remained opened to atmospheric pressure. This pressure gradient allowed water percolation of 200 ml removing a significant volume of air from the specimen's voids.
The saturation was automatically programmed to increase CP and BP at a rate of 30 kPa/h starting simultaneously, keeping a very low effective confining pressure (10 kPa). The increase in pressure finished when CP and BP reached values of 510 kPa and 500 kPa, respectively. This procedure allowed the pore air to dissolve; a manual check of the B pore pressure parameter gave values not less than 0.93, confirming the saturation of the specimen.
After percolation and saturation, the specimens were submitted to isotropic consolidation (r 0 Table 5 ) with a constant rate of 20 kPa/h. When the volumetric deformation (e v ) stabilised, a monotonic deviatoric stress (q -defined by Eq. (5)) was applied by means of a displacement controller at a constant rate of 0.01 mm/min in drained conditions.
The volumetric deformation (e v ) was calculated by the axial and radial local deformation transducers being given by:
For each test the ultimate shear strength (q u ), defined as the maximum deviatoric stress, was computed as well as the evolution of the stiffness modulus (E) with loading level (example in Fig. 4) . The Mohr-Coulomb strength parameters (c 0 and / 0 ) were then derived for each admixture using the Mohr-Coulomb criterion. During the monotonic shearing the deformability modulus at 50% of q u (E 50 ) was also measured.
Another key parameter studied during the analysis of results is the angle of dilatancy, w. This is defined as the ratio between the increase of volumetric deformation and the increase of distortional deformation:
Where e v is defined in Eq. (6) and e s is defined as:
The validity of Eqs. (6) and (8) (that are defined for infinitesimal strain) is guaranteed by the small strain levels attained during the triaxial tests (<1%), as it can be seen in the results presented in the following sections.
The value of the angle of shearing resistance is constituted by the contributions of the angle of dilatancy and Fig. 4 . Example of a q -e a graph obtained from a monotonic triaxial test. Values of q u , E 10 and E 50 are highlighted. the constant volume friction angle or critical state friction angle (/ 0 cm ), which is a constant of the material. After Bolton (1986) the relation between these parameters in axisymmetric loading conditions is the following:
where / 0 pðc0¼0Þ is the peak angle of shearing resistance calculated considering cohesion intercept equal to zero.
Indirect tensile tests
The indirect tensile tests were performed to obtain the value of indirect tensile strength (q t ) and the indirect tensile elastic modulus (E it ). In this test a vertical load is applied to the lateral surface of the sample in the diametral direction. According to the European standard CEN (2003a CEN ( , 2003b , the deformations are monitored continuously with recourse to two sets of extensometers under specific directions; each of them placed between two rigid bars, which are fixed to the specimen. Two pairs of LDTs are fixed on the bases of the specimen and perpendicularly to the loading direction; two other couples of identical transducers are positioned at 60 degrees to the horizontal in order to control the deformations in this direction (see Fig. 3 ).
According to CEN (2003a), q t is computed by:
where Q is the maximum observed force during diametrical compression and U and H are the specimens diameter and height. This standard also provides an equation to compute E it :
where D/ 0 and D/ 60 are diametrical displacements at 0°a nd 60°when the applied load equals 0.3 times the maximum force, m is the Poisson ratio given by:
Data was processed considering the average values of the four transducers lying on each of the two directions (horizontal and at 60°to horizontal). Initial values of deformation were corrected to discard the bedding errors of the transducers. In order to minimize the errors associated to the precision, the readings where interpolated by a linear regression.
Results
Dynamic tests
The dynamic tests were performed in all specimens presented in Table 2 . Since the used cement is a rapid curing agent, no significant differences were observed in the results obtained in the specimens tested at 28 days of curing and after this period (Amaral et al., 2011) . V P and V S values are presented in Table 4 as well as the elastic moduli computed from these values (M 0 , E 0 , G 0 , and m 0 ).
The specimens for which the results are not included in Table 4 revealed unacceptable physical values for the dynamic Poisson ratios due to poor signal responses. This phenomenon may be explained by the seismic wave attenuation as a consequence of the high heterogeneity of an aggregate-cement medium.
From the presented results it is clear that the dynamic properties improved with increasing cement content, but also with the specimen density. Both moduli (E 0 and G 0 ) are directly related, being their ratio (E 0 /G 0 ) almost constant and approximately equal to 2.35 for all the tested specimens. This is due to the very low variations observed in Poisson's ratio values, which is a good indication of the reliability of this methodology.
As referred before, the index defined as the ratio of porosity to the volumetric cement content (C iv ) adjusted by an exponent (x AE [0, 1]) is designated porosity/cement ratio (n=C Rios et al. (2009 Rios et al. ( , 2012 ] have pointed out that x only depends on the type of geomaterial, grain size distribution and mineralogy and not on a particular measured property. Fig. 5 shows the results of the performed tests with the adjusted ratio Table 4 Results of the dynamic tests. ), equal to 0.97, for both E 0 and G 0 . Moreover, the empirical exponent x, which was determined by maximizing the values of R 2 in the power trendlines, remained the same, giving a value of 0.81, which is in agreement with the above referred publications. The value of exponent x was determined for each graph by varying its value in the interval [0, 1] and with increments of 0.1. For each value of x, the corresponding graph relating the particular variable with the adjusted ratio was plotted and the power trendline was calculated with its relative R 2 parameter; so, for each value of x, a value of R 2 corresponded. Thus, the value of x was determined for each specific variable as the value that maximized the parameter R 2 of the power trendline.
Monotonic triaxial tests
The geotechnical parameters obtained from the monotonic triaxial tests are summarized in Table 5 . An example of stress curves obtained in the specimens 2%_12 and 2%_55 is plotted in Fig. 6 .
The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion was used to compute the angle of shearing resistance (/ 0 ) and the cohesion intercept (c 0 ) for admixtures compacted with the same number of blows and similar cement contents. The initial tangent deformability modulus (E 10 ) was assumed as the secant modulus at 10% of peak deviatoric stress in a q vs. e a plane. Thus, it is expected that E 10 has higher values than the secant modulus for 50% of failure (50% of q u ), here designated as E 50 .
The results illustrated in Table 5 indicate that, although the deviatoric strength increases with the number of compaction blows, this tendency has a large dispersion in q u . Several specimens in the same admixtures presented a smaller value of q u when consolidated to higher pressures. These results may be related to non-uniformity (heterogeneity between the coarse-grained specimens), but shall also be associated to induced structural damage (cementitious bonding tends to break) during consolidation under higher pressures. These fluctuations lead to difficulties in computing the effective shear strength parameters, in addition to strain localization associated to fragile failure, of such cemented and dense state conditions, which had to be dealt with extra judgment. On the other hand, the increase in stiffness is in perfect agreement with the increase in compaction energy (the number of blows per layer and cement content). The evolution of the stiffness modulus with the loading level can be represented by the ratio E 50 /E 10 indicating the degradation index of this cement-aggregate under diverse state conditions. From the values included in Table 5 , there was no clear pattern of marked variation for this index with the density and cementation, allowing for an estimation of an average value of 66.0%, being the specimen 5%_12_50 the most discrepant one with an absolute deviation of 7.8%. This is to be developed in future works.
Due to the heterogeneity of this material, less usual procedures were necessary for the analysis of the results. The values of the angle of shearing resistance directly obtained from the analysis of the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion varied significantly. Therefore, a more specific approach was used based on the scheme of Fig. 7 , considering that the cohesive intercept increases with cement content while the constant volume friction angle is independent of the cement content. Thus, the peak strength envelopes in the p 0 -q plane were adjusted with a selective cohesive intercept (c 0 ) and an angle of shearing resistance (/ 0 ) incorporating the friction component and the dilatancy, in the terms described in what follows.
Once the strength peak values were defined, the two granular components were assessed: the component parcel due to friction angle in ultimate and critical conditions (/ 0 cm ) and the dilatancy. The former angle (/ 0 cm ), being in ultimate conditions, was defined when the cement bonds are completely destructured and the dilative parcel is nil. The results of the set of triaxial tests with lower cement content and compaction level (2%_12) in ultimate conditions were considered: for the definition of / 0 cm , this set of tests is the most likely to rapidly reach critical conditions and the experimental evidences confirm this tendency (see Fig. 6a ). The value of the constant volume friction angle determined for this set of tests (37°) was assumed equal for all the mixtures. Then, from the peak strength envelopes and assuming no cohesion intercept, the value of / 0 pðc 0 ¼0Þ was calculated, while, using Eq. (9), the values of the angle of dilatancy (w) were deduced. These values of the angle of dilatancy at peak shear stress are lower than those inferred directly from the tests results, that is from the ratio between the volumetric and axial strain, using Eq. (7) (see the comparison in Table 6 ). Moreover, from those values it is evident that the maximum value of the angle of dilatancy does not correspond to the peak deviator stress as it clearly develops always after the peak while the soil is softening, a pattern common to all naturally and artificially cemented materials (Viana da Fonseca, 2003) . This means that the value of w calculated with Bolton (1986) relation only accounts for the frictional part of shear strength, while the angle of dilatancy directly calculated at peak is still affected by a component of bonding given by the cement, which might be related with clusters of soil and cement and not with the individual grains.
Relying on the concept of the porosity/cement ratio (n=C x im ) presented above, which expresses the dual component of density and cementation degree, the variation of the cohesive and dilatancy components of the shear strength was studied. Figs. 8 and 9 present the obtained results.
From the plotted values and the power regressions shown in the figures, a good correlation is obtained for the values of the angle of dilatancy (w) with n=C x im , with a coefficient of determination equal to 0.90. For the effective cohesion intercept the relationship is not as good as for dilatancy, with the coefficient R 2 equal to 0.81, but it is still considered very promising taking into account the significant variability of these coarse granular materials. The Fig. 7 . Decomposition of the strength parameters in granular peak strength (frictional critical component and dilative component) and effective cohesive intercept due to cementation (extended based on Bolton, 1986) .
Table 6
Values of the angles of dilatancy calculated with Bolton (1986) relation and from the direct interpretation of data results. porosity/cement ratio expressed for each mixture is the average of the ratios of the three specimens. This ratio appears to be a good indexing parameter, since it can reproduce the behaviour of specimens with different compaction and cement content under a single variable. Figs. 8 and 9 show that specimens with different cement content and/or compaction degree but similar ratio have similar values of cohesion and dilatancy angle.
Set of tests
/ 0 p(c 0 =0) (°) / 0 cv (°) w Bolton (°) w direct (°) 2%_12
Indirect tensile tests
After the dynamic characterisation of the aggregatecement, the specimens were tested in diametral compression (Brazilian tests) for indirect evaluation of the tensile strength and stiffness. The European Standards EN13286-42 (CEN, 2003a) and EN13286-43 (CEN, 2003b) were followed for these splitting tensile tests. Table 7 summarizes the results of the tests. The computed properties were the indirect tensile strength (q t ), the tensile modulus (E it ) and the Poisson's ratio (m).
In accordance to the terms of the procedure described in the referred European standards, the calculation of these values followed the Eqs. (10)-(12).
The specimens that did not present reasonable values for the Poisson ratio were not included in Table 7 . Moreover, it was not possible to obtain results from the specimen DC_5%_55 due to an acquisition problem during the test. The relationship between E it and q t showed smaller scatter in the specimens compacted with higher density. Thus, this can be an indication that, for these specimens, compaction degree has a more important role in the strength gain than in stiffness increase. Table 7 shows, once more, a significant stiffness improvement with the cement content and number of blows. The average m value of 0.28 is higher than the value Fig. 9 . Relationship between angle of dilatancy and porosity/cement ratio (triaxial tests). (m 0 = 0.17) deduced from the seismic wave analysis due to the different strain level involved in both tests. Despite those values, m presented more scatter than m 0 , meaning that the seismic waves' measurements are more reliable for the purpose of Poisson ratio estimation. Conversely to the monotonic triaxial treatment, the indirect tensile tests were conducted with no confinement pressure (CP). Therefore, the n=C x im normalization may be applied without any influence of confining pressure. Fig. 10 shows the results of such indexation.
The best regression to this indexation demonstrated that the optimal exponent (x = 0.59 for q t and x = 0.36 for E it ) for the adjustment of the volumetric cement content in the porosity/cement ratio depends not only on the type of soil but also on the measured property, which is in disagreement with previous analyses in finer materials reported in Consoli et al. (2007) , Viana da Fonseca et al. (2009a) and Rios et al. (2009) , demanding for new and more extensive studies in coarse material, in future researches. Nevertheless, this variation with n=C x im proved to give a good framework for the evaluation of these properties from the state conditions of each specimen. Fig. 10 showed a good correlation with the indirect tensile strength and tensile modulus in agreement with Fig. 5 results.
Discussion
The results presented in the precedent sections proved that the mechanical properties of an aggregate-cement are correlated between them. In this section, relations between results of different tests will be compared. Triaxial compression tests and indirect tensile tests with very precise deformation monitoring were not easy to perform. On the contrary, seismic wave tests are an easiest and economic technique to evaluate low strain stiffness properties. The definition of the correlations that can give a direct correspondence between dynamic stiffness parameters at very low strains and the properties deduced in triaxial tests or in indirect tensile tests such as low to medium strain stiffness parameters and strength parameters would be an obvious advantage. In this sense, Fig. 11 shows the comparison between the dynamic (elastic) Young's modulus (E 0 ) derived from seismic waves' measurements and that derived from indirect tensile test (E it ).
It is evident a good correlation between the two moduli (with a R 2 parameter greater than 0.8), especially for low values of indirect tensile modulus. For increasing values, data is more dispersed because of the increased difficulty in obtaining a reliable measurement of E it in very rigid specimens; thus, the founded relationship with a more Fig. 11 . Relationship between dynamic elastic modulus and indirect tensile modulus. stable property as E 0 gives the possibility to characterize the aggregate with more reliability and less effort. The relation between the dynamic shear modulus and the indirect tensile strength is shown in Fig. 12 . In this case, the correlation has a much higher R 2 , due to the easier assessment of the indirect tensile strength during the tests. The very good correlation with the shear modulus obtained from dynamic tests confirms that, for this aggregate, it is possible to link results from different tests and shows that the strength and stiffness parameters are strongly related. Fundamentally, the authors believe that the indirect tensile strength and dynamic shear modulus are strongly associated to interparticular bonded structure, a direct function of the cement content, mobilized in low to very low strain levels (Consoli et al., 2011) . Fig. 13 shows a tentative proposal for a simple but useful approach to derive values of the indirect tensile strength (q t ) and the effective cohesive intercept (c 0 ) from the values of the dynamic shear modulus (G 0 ) in a double graph relationship. The obvious advantage of this chart is the fact that G 0 , calculated from shear wave's velocities, is cheap, fast and non-destructive, which will ease the estimation of such important design properties, as q t and c 0 , in subgrades for transportation infrastructures.
The lines in Fig. 13 indicate that all the properties (G 0 , c 0 , and q t ) increase consistently with cement content and compaction degree. Although R 2 does not show as good values as in the single property analysis, mostly because of the limited number of tests, a coefficient of determination close to 0.8 is sufficiently significant to give confidence to this correlation between those properties. However, the application of these laws should be done if higher safety factors were adopted, while more extensive data can be accumulated.
Conclusions
From the data presented in this paper the following main conclusions can be drawn:
All geomechanical properties, both stiffness (dynamicfor very small strain levels -and static -small to medium strain levels) and strength (in compression and in tension), showed a positive evolution with the increasing cement content, as well as with the compaction degree, although in different degrees.
The ultimate strength measured for aggregate-cement, isotropically consolidated with confinement pressures up to 100 kPa, revealed a significant heterogeneity due to some diversity of the specimens, but also for the different consequences of these pressures in inducing damages to the structure prior to shear testing. A thorough analysis of the values allowed the definition of the most representative frictional and cohesive components. The angle of friction at critical state is not cement dependent although the angle of shearing resistance, which incorporates the frictional component and the dilatancy, is strongly influenced by the initial void ratio imposed in the specimen's compaction. Bearing this in mind, a distinction between the purely friction parcel (the critical angle of friction) and the dilative component (angle of dilatancy) was made to look for a competent theoretical base for the indexation of each of these factors. Effective cohesion intercept, indirect tensile strength and dynamic shear modulus are properties which correlate strongly and may be easily deducted from each other. The porosity/cement ratio, n=C x im (Consoli et al., 2007; Viana da Fonseca et al., 2009a; Rios et al., 2009 Rios et al., , 2012 proved to be a good index for deriving geomechanical parameters for design purposes, as far as the exponent that affects the cement content is adapted to each of those properties. The results presented in this paper indicate that this index, not only varies with the type of soil, but also seems to vary with the measured properties, specially, in two main groups: those obtained in waves' dynamic tests (E 0 and G 0 ) and in well controlled triaxial tests (c, / 0 , and, w), by one side, and others, obtained in indirect tensile tests (q t and E it ), which can have some specific features, still not controlled.
